Association of Aberrant Posterior Vitreous Detachment and Pathologic Tractional Forces With Myopic Macular Degeneration
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PURPOSE. The purpose of this study was to assess whether the tractional elements of pathologic myopia (PM; e.g. myopic traction maculopathy [MTM], posterior staphyloma [PS], and aberrant posterior vitreous detachment [PVD]) are associated with myopic macular degeneration (MMD) independent of age and axial length, among highly myopic (HM) eyes.

METHODS. One hundred twenty-nine individuals with 239 HM eyes from the Myopic and Pathologic Eyes in Singapore (MyoPES) cohort underwent ocular biometry, fundus photography, swept-source optical coherence tomography, and ocular B-scan ultrasound. Images were analyzed for PVD grade, and presence of MTM, PS, and MMD. The χ² test was done to determine the difference in prevalence of MMD between eyes with and without PVD, PS, and MTM. Multivariate probit regression analyses were performed to ascertain the relationship between the potential predictors (PVD, PS, and MTM) and outcome variable (MMD), after accounting for possible confounders (e.g. age and axial length). Marginal effects were reported.

RESULTS. Controlling for potential confounders, eyes with MTM have a 29.92 percentage point higher likelihood of having MMD (P = 0.003), and eyes with PS have a 25.72 percentage point higher likelihood of having MMD (P = 0.002). The likelihood of MMD increases by 10.61 percentage points per 1 mm increase in axial length (P < 0.001). Subanalysis revealed that eyes with incomplete PVD have a 22.54 percentage point higher likelihood of having MMD than eyes with early PVD (P = 0.04).

CONCLUSIONS. Our study demonstrated an association between tractional (MTM, PS, and persistently incomplete PVD) and degenerative elements of PM independent of age and axial length. These data provide further insights into the pathogenesis of MMD.
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Pathologic myopia (PM) is a major cause of blindness among patients with high myopia (HM), presently afflicting 1.7 to 3.1% of East Asians,1–3 and typically affects middle-aged to elderly myopes.4 This is particularly worrisome as it is widely accepted that in addition to an epidemic of myopia, there is also an epidemic of HM, particularly in developed countries in East and Southeast Asia.5 By 2050, it is estimated that 4.8 billion people will have myopia worldwide, of which almost a billion will have HM.9 PM manifests clinically in two distinct forms — tractional and degenerative, namely myopic traction maculopathy (MTM) and myopic macular degeneration (MMD), respectively.7 Although prior studies have provided insights into the pathogenesis of both forms of PM independently,6,7,8 and the two forms of PM often occur concurrently, there is a paucity of studies that seek to determine if tractional PM predisposes an eye to degenerative PM.

MTM represents a spectrum of traction-based PM, including separation of the retinal layers known as macular retinoschisis, partial or full-thickness macular hole, and foveal retinal detachment (RD).7–11 In contrast, MMD represents a spectrum of degenerative-based PM, including choroidal atrophy and myopic choroidal neovascularization (CNV).6,9 MTM is known to be strongly associated with persistent vitreous adhesion, vitreomacular traction, and posterior staphyloma (PS),6,12–19 whereas for MMD, the pathogenic pathway is less clear, aside from its association with ageing and greater axial length (AL).6,7,16,17
Interestingly, not all highly myopic eyes develop degenerative PM changes, even in the same individual with comparable AL in both eyes. This observation could be attributed to several factors, many of which are tractional in origin. The presence of PS, which is commonly seen in eyes with PM, could exert tractional forces on the macula both tangentially and in the anterior-posterior direction. These forces may, over time, contribute to atrophic changes in the retina and choroid resulting in MMD. Additionally, MTM represents the inability of the retina to withstand the various tractional forces, that if left unresolved, may ultimately lead to atrophy of the retinal tissue. Beyond PS and MTM, the vitreous itself could be a factor, as an attached posterior hyaloid normally serves as a mechanism to buffer and equally distribute forces on the posterior segment. Abnormal vitreous changes, such as premature vitreous liquefaction and aberrant posterior vitreous detachment (PVD), have been well-described in the myopic eye. Specifically, a persistently incomplete PVD (in which there is vitreofoveal separation, but persistent posterior hyaloid attachment at the optic nerve) may very well represent the end-stage of an aberrant or aborted PVD versus a transient state that ends in complete PVD, as often seen in emmetropic eyes.

Thus, with the reasons cited above, we postulate that the tractional elements of PM (persistently incomplete PVD, MTM, and PS) are associated with the degenerative elements of PM (MMD) independent of age and axial length, and evaluate this hypothesis with a cross-sectional study utilizing multimodal imaging in a cohort of highly myopic subjects. Presently, there is no definitive treatment for MMD. If tractional elements (which have definitive treatments) are shown to contribute to MMD development and progression, early intervention for tractional elements of PM may prevent the onset and progression of MMD.

METHODS

We conducted a cross-sectional analysis of participants recruited from the Myopic and Pathologic Eyes in Singapore (MyoPES) cohort at the Singapore National Eye Centre. In brief, the MyoPES cohort is composed of Singaporean adults aged 21 years or older, with at least one eye with HM, defined as manifest spherical equivalent of &ge; 5.0 diopters (D) of myopia and/or AL &ge; 25.0 mm. All MyoPES cohort subjects underwent a complete eye history and examination, which included: (1) ocular biometry, (2) fundus photography (color and autofluorescence), and (3) swept-source optical coherence tomography (SS-OCT). For the present study, participants were recruited from the MyoPES cohort from November 2017 to the end of September 2018 to undergo additional ocular B-scan ultrasonography, based on a standardized protocol. Participants who had any existing or previous ocular diseases in either eye that could have a potentially confounding effect on measurements from SS-OCT and B-scan ultrasound were excluded from the study. Such conditions included corneal opacities, uveitis, dense cataracts, vitreous hemorrhage, diabetic retinopathy/diabetic macular edema, central serous chorioretinopathy, previous retinal laser photocoagulation or photodynamic therapy, previous or co-existing RRD, retinal dystrophies, macular scarring from any cause other than myopic maculopathy, retinopathy due to any cause other than myopia, previous retinal vein or artery occlusion, and ocular ischemic syndrome. This study was performed with approval from the SingHealth Institutional Review Board and in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. Written informed consent was obtained from all participants.

Image Acquisition and Assessment

Triton DRI OCT Plus (Topcon Medical Systems, Oakland, NJ, USA) was used to obtain both fundus photos and SS-OCT images. Fundus photographs were obtained after pupillary dilation. Two fields of each eye were photographed, with one centered at the optic disc and another centered at the fovea. For SS-OCT, images of the fovea, optic disc, vitreous, and sclera were obtained. Scans performed included fovea-centered 3D raster (12 × 9 mm), 3D disc (6 × 6 mm), and fovea-centered radial (diameter 12 mm) scans. Ocular ultrasound images were acquired on a Quantel Aviso with a 10 MHz probe (Quantel Medical, Rockwall, TX, USA). The ultrasound transducer was gently placed against the closed eyelids. An anterior-posterior scan was initially obtained with the optic nerve within the scan, then the eye was swept horizontally (fovea to nasal until the extraocular muscle insertion was visualized; then fovea to temporal) and vertically (fovea to superior; then fovea to inferior).

To determine the presence of MMD, fundus photographs were reviewed by two retinal specialists (C.W.W. and Q.V.H.), who graded the fundus photographs using the international META-PM classifications and were masked to participate characteristics. The presence of MMD was defined as META-PM MMD category 2 (diffuse atrophy) or worse, or the presence of plus signs (lacrquer cracks, CNV, or Fuchs spots; e.g. Fig. 1). Images of SS-OCT obtained in both 3D raster and radial scans were reviewed on IMAGEnet 6 viewing software in the Enhanced Vitreous Visualization mode and graded by a single trained grader (K.Y.T.) for the degree of PVD following the published classifications as detailed in Table 1. Briefly, eyes were classified as having either no PVD (grade 0), early PVD (paramacular, grade 1), intermediate PVD (perifoveal, grade 2), incomplete PVD (grade 3 - with vitreofoveal separation, but with persistent attachment at the optic nerve; which would include both persistently incomplete and transiently incomplete PVD), or complete PVD (grade 4). SS-OCT images were graded by two retinal specialists (C.W.W. and Q.V.H.) for the presence of MTM, for which the presence of MTM is defined by the presence of extrafoveal schisis, foveal schisis, or full-thickness macular hole. Images from ocular B-scan ultrasound were assessed by a retinal specialist (C.W.W.) and a trained grader (Y.S.D.) for the presence of PS (e.g. Figs. 1B, 2), based on an abrupt change in radius of curvature of the posterior sclera. Ultrasonic images were assessed at the time of acquisition and eyes re-imaged if motion artifacts were present.

Outcome Measures and Statistical Analysis

Stata 15 software (StataCorp, College Station, TX, USA) was used for the statistical analysis in this study. Ratios were compared using the χ² test. The mean differences in age and AL were analyzed with the independent t-test for between-group comparison. These tests were two-sided with statistical significance set at P < 0.05. Univariate probit regressions were performed with the dependent variable set as MMD presence. Independent variables included age, male gender, left eye (versus right), AL (in mm), MTM presence (versus absence), PS presence (versus absence), and PVD status. The association between
FIGURE 1. Multimodal imaging of highly myopic eyes without (A) and with (B) myopic macular degeneration (MMD) as based on fundus images (Row 1), swept source optical coherence tomography (Row 2) and B-scan ultrasonography (Row 3). The eye in column A shows absence of MMD (META-PM grade 1 – tessellated fundus, A1), early posterior vitreous detachment (paramacular PVD) with no myopic traction maculopathy (MTM, A2) and no posterior staphyloma (PS, A3). In contrast, the eye in column B shows the presence of MMD (META-PM grade 2 – diffuse chorioretinal atrophy, B1), incomplete PVD with vitreofoveal separation but persistent attachment at optic nerve) and MTM (extrafoveal schisis, B2) and PS (B3). META-PM, meta-analysis for pathologic myopia study group.9

TABLE 1. Quantitative Grading of Posterior Vitreous Detachment and Distribution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PVD Grade</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>N (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>No PVD</td>
<td>36 (15.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Early PVD (paramacular)</td>
<td>61 (25.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Intermediate PVD (perifoveal)</td>
<td>23 (9.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Incomplete PVD (vitreofoveal separation with persistent optic disc attachment; includes persistently incomplete and transiently incomplete PVD)</td>
<td>23 (9.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Complete PVD</td>
<td>96 (40.2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PVD, posterior vitreous detachment.

MMD presence and each independent variable was assessed individually.

For multivariate analysis, a probit regression was performed with the dependent variable set as MMD presence and included independent variables such as age, male gender, left eye (versus right), AL (in mm), MTM presence (versus absence), PS presence (versus absence), and PVD status. The coefficient estimates are reported as marginal effects that are evaluated for each independent variable with the other predictor variables set at their mean values.
There was a total of 27 (75.0%) female eyes in the no-PVD group (grade 0) and 132 (65.0%) female eyes in the PVD group (grades 1 to 4 combined, \( P = 0.08 \)). The mean age of the no-PVD and PVD groups was 52.0 ± 12.6 and 55.6 ± 11.1 years, respectively (\( P = 0.02 \)). On average, eyes in the no-PVD group had shorter AL (28.1 ± 1.6 mm) than eyes in the PVD group (29.5 ± 2.2 mm; \( P < 0.001 \)) as seen in Table 2, top panel.

Clinical characteristics of individual PVD gradings can be seen in Table 2. When comparing specifically the incomplete PVD group (grade 3) versus the early PVD group (grade 1), a total of 18 (78.3%) female eyes were in the incomplete PVD group and 39 (65.9%) in the early PVD group (\( P = 0.21 \)). The mean age of the incomplete PVD and early PVD groups was 56.5 ± 11.6 and 51.6 ± 12.0 years, respectively (\( P = 0.09 \)). On average, eyes in the incomplete PVD group had longer AL (30.3 ± 2.7 mm) than eyes in the early PVD group (29.1 ± 2.2 mm, \( P = 0.04 \)) as seen in Table 2, bottom panel.

Overall, of the 239 eyes assessed for MMD (Fig. 3A), 76 (31.8%) of them were found to have no MMD (grade 0–1 and no plus lesions), 113 (47.3%) with diffuse chorioretinal atrophy (grade 2), 35 (14.6%) with patchy chorioretinal atrophy (grade 3), and 15 (6.3%) had macular atrophy (grade 4). In terms of plus lesions, myopic choroidal neovascularization (mCNV) was present in 10 (4.2%) eyes, lacquer cracks were found in 10 (4.2%) eyes, and Fuchs’ spot was found in 15 (6.3%) eyes

Prevalence of Myopic Macular Degeneration in Eyes With and Without Posterior Staphyloma, Incomplete PVD, and Myopic Traction Maculopathy

A total of 239 ocular B-scan ultrasounds were obtained and assessed for the presence of PS by two independent graders (Y.S.D. and C.W.W.), with an excellent interrater agreement (\( \kappa = 0.93 \)). Overall, of 239 eyes with graded ultrasound images, 163 (68.2%) eyes had MMD on fundus photographs, whereas 76 (31.8%) did not. The prevalence of MMD was significantly higher in eyes with PS (126 out of 145, 86.9%) than eyes without PS (37 out of 94 eyes, 39.4%, \( P < 0.001 \)), as seen in Figure 3A.

The prevalence of MMD was significantly higher in the incomplete PVD (grade 3) group (20 out of 23 eyes, 87.0%) when compared to the combined prevalence in the other PVD grades (143 out of 216 eyes, 66.2%, \( P = 0.04 \);
FIGURE 3. Breakdown of META-PM MMD gradings and plus signs amongst highly myopic eyes (A), and prevalence of MMD in eyes with and without (B) PS, (C) incomplete PVD (Grade 3) and (D) MTM, by percentage. mCNV, myopic choroidal neovascularization; MMD, myopic macular degeneration; PVD, posterior vitreous detachment; PS, posterior staphyloma; MTM, myopic traction maculopathy. Asterisk denotes statistical significance at $P < 0.05$.

Prevalence of Tractional Elements in Highly Myopic Eyes

Overall, 161 (67.4%) of the HM eyes demonstrated at least one form of tractional elements (incomplete PVD, MTM, or PS), 42 (17.6%) demonstrated at least 2 forms of tractional elements, and 8 (3.3%) of the eyes demonstrated all 3 forms. Thirty-five (14.6%) of the HM eyes demonstrated co-existing MTM and PS, 8 (3.3%) HM eyes demonstrated co-existing MTM and incomplete PVD, and 15 (6.3%) HM eyes demonstrated coexisting incomplete PVD and PS.

Relationship of Posterior Vitreous Detachment, Posterior Staphyloma, Myopic Traction Maculopathy, and Myopic Macular Degeneration

In the univariate analysis (Table 3), the likelihood of an eye having MMD increases by 1.19 percentage points per 1-year increase in age and 14.37 percentage points per 1 mm increase in AL ($P = 0.001$ and $P < 0.001$, respectively). The likelihood of an eye having MMD is 17.47 percentage points lower in men than women ($P = 0.03$) and does not differ between left and right eyes ($P = 0.12$). The likelihood of an eye having MMD is 46.70 percentage points higher in eyes with MTM than in eyes without, 47.07 percentage points higher in eyes with PS than eyes without, and 33.94 percentage points higher in eyes with PVD grade 3 than in eyes with PVD grade 1 ($P < 0.001$, $P < 0.001$, and $P = 0.01$, respectively).

In terms of multivariate analysis (Table 4), age, gender, and laterality were found to have no significant effect on the presence of MMD ($P = 0.15$, $P = 0.15$, and $P = 0.78$, respectively), whereas the likelihood of an eye having MMD increases by 10.61 percentage points per 1 mm increase in AL ($P < 0.001$). Controlling for potential confounders (e.g., age, AL, gender, and laterality), eyes with MTM have a 29.92 percentage point higher likelihood of having MMD than eyes without ($P = 0.003$), and eyes with PS have a 25.72 percentage point higher likelihood of having MMD than eyes without ($P = 0.002$). When including data from all five grades of PVD, after controlling for potential confounders, the grade of PVD was not predictive of the presence of MMD. These
A series of univariate probit regressions were performed with the dependent variable set as MMD presence. Independent variables included: age, male gender, left eye (versus right), axial length (in mm), MTM presence (versus absence), staphyloma presence (versus absence) and PVD status (either as an ordinal variable with 5 levels or as a binary variable comparing grade 3 (persistently incomplete PVD) to grade 1 (early PVD), grade 4 (complete PVD) with grades 0 to 3 combined, or tracial PVD (grades 1 to 3 combined) with non-tracial PVD grades 0 and 4 combined). The association between MMD presence and each independent variable was assessed individually. The coefficient estimates are reported as marginal effects. Bold font and asterisks denote statistical significance at $P < 0.05$. CI, confidence interval; dy/dx, change in likelihood of MMD presence per unit change in predictor variable (in percentage points); mm, millimeters; MMD, myopic macular degeneration; MTM, myopic traction maculopathy; PS, posterior staphyloma; PVD, posterior vitreous detachment.

**Table 3.** Association Between Possible Confounders and the Presence of Myopic Macular Degeneration (Univariate Analysis)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>dy/dx</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>$P$ Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>0.48 to 1.91</td>
<td>0.001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male gender</td>
<td>−17.47</td>
<td>−33.51 to −1.43</td>
<td>0.033*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left eye</td>
<td>−5.29</td>
<td>−11.87 to −1.29</td>
<td>0.115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Axial length, mm</td>
<td>14.37</td>
<td>10.20 to 18.53</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTM presence</td>
<td>46.70</td>
<td>24.93 to 68.47</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS presence</td>
<td>47.07</td>
<td>32.92 to 61.23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVD, 5 gradings</td>
<td>5.26</td>
<td>1.10 to 9.43</td>
<td>0.013*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVD grade 3 vs. 1</td>
<td>33.94</td>
<td>7.32 to 60.55</td>
<td>0.012*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVD grade 4 vs. 0, 1, 2, 3</td>
<td>7.98</td>
<td>−4.45 to 20.41</td>
<td>0.208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVD grade 1, 2, 3 vs. 0, 4</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>−10.81 to 14.29</td>
<td>0.786</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4.** Adjusted Association between Possible Confounders and the Presence of Myopic Macular Degeneration (Multivariate Regression Analysis)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>dy/dx</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>$P$ Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>−0.20 to 1.32</td>
<td>0.146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male gender</td>
<td>−11.59</td>
<td>−27.49 to 4.32</td>
<td>0.153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left eye</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>−6.29 to 8.35</td>
<td>0.782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Axial length, mm</td>
<td>10.61</td>
<td>7.00 to 14.23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTM presence</td>
<td>29.92</td>
<td>10.45 to 49.39</td>
<td>0.003*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS presence</td>
<td>25.72</td>
<td>9.82 to 41.61</td>
<td>0.002*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVD, 5 gradings</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>−2.91 to 4.64</td>
<td>0.653</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A multivariate probit regression was performed with myopic macular degeneration as the outcome variable (either as a binary outcome-top panel (no = MMD category 0 or 1 vs. yes = MMD category 2 or above). The coefficient estimates are reported as marginal effects. Bold font and asterisks denote statistical significance at $P < 0.05$. CI, confidence interval; dy/dx, change in likelihood of MMD presence per unit change in predictor variable (in percentage points); mm, millimeters; MMD, myopic macular degeneration; MTM, myopic traction maculopathy; PS, posterior staphyloma; PVD, posterior vitreous detachment.

**Table 5.** Adjusted Association Between Possible Confounders and the Presence of Myopic Macular Degeneration in Subanalysis Comparing Eyes With Incomplete PVD Versus Early PVD (Multivariate Regression Analysis)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>dy/dx</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>$P$ Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>−0.34</td>
<td>−1.14 to 0.46</td>
<td>0.407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male gender</td>
<td>3.47</td>
<td>−15.94 to 22.89</td>
<td>0.726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left eye</td>
<td>9.82</td>
<td>−7.29 to 26.93</td>
<td>0.261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Axial length, mm</td>
<td>13.91</td>
<td>7.28 to 20.55</td>
<td>$&lt;0.001*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTM presence</td>
<td>22.44</td>
<td>−6.90 to 51.78</td>
<td>0.134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS presence</td>
<td>24.05</td>
<td>0.57 to 47.54</td>
<td>$0.045*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVD grade 3 vs. 1</td>
<td>22.54</td>
<td>0.66 to 44.41</td>
<td>$0.044*$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A subanalysis was performed, comparing only eyes with PVD grade 3 (persistently incomplete PVD with vitreofoveal separation) and PVD grade 1 (early paramacular PVD). A multivariate probit regression was performed with myopic macular degeneration as the outcome variable (either as a binary outcome-top panel (no = MMD category 0 or 1 vs. yes = MMD category 2 or above). The coefficient estimates are reported as marginal effects that are evaluated for each independent variable with the other predictor variables set at their means values. Bold font and asterisks denote statistical significance at $P < 0.05$. CI, confidence interval; dy/dx, change in likelihood of MMD presence per unit change in predictor variable (in percentage points); mm, millimeters; MMD, myopic macular degeneration; MTM, myopic traction maculopathy; PS, posterior staphyloma; PVD, posterior vitreous detachment.

**DISCUSSION**

In this study, we have attempted to investigate the relationship between the two broad clinical manifestations of PM: the tractional elements (MTM, PS, and persistently incomplete PVD) and the degenerative element (MMD). We observed a relationship between anterior-posterior traction and the presence of MMD. Overall, the prevalence of PVD (grades 1 to 4 combined) in highly myopic eyes is 84.9%, which is comparable to other studies.20,21,27 We noted that highly myopic eyes with incomplete PVD (grade 3) were more likely to have MMD. Similarly, MMD was significantly more prevalent in eyes with PS and MTM. Multivariate analysis has shown that eyes with either MTM or PS have a higher likelihood of having MMD independently. Interestingly, in our subanalysis, when comparing PVD grades 3 and 1, it was found that eyes with PVD grade 3 are more likely to have MMD independently.

**Posterior Vitreous Detachment and Degenerative Changes**

Our primary goal of the study is to assess whether the tractional elements of PM were associated with the degenerative changes in PM, in the hopes of elucidating the pathogenesis of the degenerative changes in PM. Specifically, we hypothesized that abnormal vitreous degeneration could expose highly myopic eyes to asymmetrical distending forces result-
ing in axial lengthening, scleral thinning, and degenera-
tive PM changes. This theory is based on an understand-
ing of two distinct differences between non-myopic and myopic eyes. Firstly, normal age-related changes of the vitre-
ous (liquefaction) and at the vitreoretinal interface (weakening of vitreoretinal adhesion) occur concurrently in non-
myopic eyes. However, these normal processes do not typi-
cally occur in tandem in myopic eyes because liquefaction is accelerated and the vitreous destabilizes before vitreous adhesion to the retina is weakened, thus exposing the vitreoretinal interface to geographically differential distension and tractional forces. Second, the posterior sclera is known to be less rigid in high myopes and is more susceptible to elongation with deforming forces. Further evidence that points to the role of the vitreous in axial elongation can be gleaned from studies that show significantly greater AL change in myopes compared to non-myopes after vitrectomy.

Advancement in imaging technology allows better visualization of PVD, better understanding of how PVD in high myopes differs from non-high myopes, and better understanding of the potential relationship between aberrant PVD and the manifestations of PM. When compared to eyes without PVD, we found that eyes with PVD had longer AL, and a higher prevalence of MMD. The overall status of the posterior vitreous itself was not related to the presence of MMD after adjusting for AL and age. However, our subanalysis comparing presumed persistently incomplete PVD (in which the PVD process was arrested at a stage in the presence of vitreofoveal PVD, without separation of the poste-
rior hyaloid from the optic nerve) versus early (paramacu-
lar) PVD after accounting for potential confounders (e.g. age, gender, laterality, AL, PS presence, and MTM presence), found that eyes with the presumed persistently incomplete PVD had a higher likelihood of having MMD. Spaide has suggested that the vitreous helps to buffer the tensile and shearing forces generated from ocular movements, which normally aids in reducing the impact on critical structures, including the macula and peripheral retina. Anomalous degeneration of the vitreous buffer in high myopes could, therefore, lead to greater mechanical stress on the poste-
rior pole and the sclera, leading to the development of MMD. Incomplete PVD has been noted to exert an anterior-posterior traction on the macula. Although the incomplete PVD group of eyes may have included eyes that would eventually succeed in transitioning to complete PVD (transiently incomplete PVD), it likely contained a large number of eyes arrested at this stage of aberrant, incomplete PVD (persist-
tently incomplete PVD). If the eyes in the incomplete PVD group truly represent eyes arrested at this stage long term, this would support the theory that aberrant PVD results in sustained traction at the vitreoretinal interface, which could potentially accelerate the degenerative process we observed in the eyes, leading to a higher prevalence of MMD.

**Posterior Staphyloma, Tractional, and Degenerative Changes**

Numerous studies have reported the prevalence of PS in highly myopic eyes, but there is a relative paucity of research on the prevalence of PS in eyes with MMD. Our study has found that MMD was more commonly seen in eyes with PS compared to eyes without PS. Furthermore, in addition to well-established risk factors of MMD (e.g. age and AL), we found that eyes with PS have a 25.72 percent-

age point higher likelihood of having MMD than eyes with-
out, after accounting for confounders, such as age and AL. We infer from these findings that age and AL alone are not the sole contributors to the risk or severity of MMD. Both Hsiang et al. and Saka et al. have observed that the presence of PS exposes the thin and fragile posterior scleral wall to mechanical factors (e.g. intraocular pressure), which may lead to degenerative retinal changes. Posterior hyaloid changes might play a role in the pathologic changes of PM as the posterior tensile strength and support of the sclera could be weakened, causing the retinal and choroidal layers to be more susceptible to anterior sources of mechanical stress, and leading to the development and acceleration of the degenerative changes seen in MMD. Future longitudinal studies are needed to elucidate the role of posterior hyaloid changes and their impact on the pathogenesis of MMD.

We identified MTM as a possible independent risk factor for the presence of MMD. This is coherent with the findings of Panizzo et al. who have drawn a possible link between MMD and MTM, with 46.4% of eyes in which degenera-
tive changes were observed, found to also have concur-
rent MTM on OCT. These findings were corroborated by Xia et al. who observed that eyes with MTM were more likely to have severe MMD. Multiple studies have noted the association of anterior-posterior traction with the presence of MTM. Therefore postulate that the presence of MTM exerts mechanical stretch on the retinal layers, which, over time, may ultimately lead to the degenerative changes seen in MMD. It would be interesting to determine which specific category of MMD is driving the association of tractional elements with presence of MMD (categories 2, 3, and 4, or plus lesions), through larger scale studies in the future.

Piecing the three factors (persistently incomplete PVD, PS, and MTM) together, the development and progression of MMD may not only be influenced by age and AL but could also be related to anterior-posterior traction and/or the abnormal degeneration of the vitreous, particularly in cases where these expose the vitreoretinal interface to geographically differential distension. These findings may have implications on potential new therapies for MMD. At the moment, there have been several interventions proposed for MMD (e.g. retina prostheses, intraocular telescopes, and stem cell therapy), however, definitive treatments remain elusive. Although existing strategies primarily revolve around preventing or retarding the onset and progression of myopia, there are also effective interventions for PS (macu-
lar buckling) and MTM (pars plana vitrectomy). Treatment for PS and MTM are generally reserved for later stages where there is a foveal detachment or full-thickness macu-
lar hole necessitating urgent intervention to avoid perma-
nent vision loss. By establishing a possible association between PS/MTM and MMD, this may imply that early detection and early treatment of PS/MTM, prior to the current late-stage indications, may potentially prevent MMD devel-
opment or progression. Although uncomplicated PVD by itself does not warrant treatment, the presence of a chronic persistently incomplete PVD could indicate the presence of an aberrant PVD. Aberrant PVD may prove to be a readily assessable imaging biomarker for future MMD progression and warrant closer follow-up. If this potential biomarker and its association with MMD progression is substantiated with larger and longer-term studies, this may necessitate interventions to proactively treat aberrant PVD (either enzymatically
or surgically), after taking into consideration the risk and benefits of such interventions.

There are several limitations to this study. First, this is a cross-sectional study, as such, our study can only assess for associations, but cannot attribute causality. Second, participants in our study are highly myopic patients recruited from a tertiary referral center. The results, therefore, may not be generalizable to the entire population of highly myopic individuals. Third, the number of eyes with MMD is comparatively smaller than the number of eyes without MMD. A greater number of eyes with MMD is therefore required to allow us to have greater statistical power to detect difference between both groups more accurately. However, the sample sizes used in the present work was sufficient to find significant differences for many of the variables in our regression analyses. Last, we cannot confirm if the PVD grade 3 group in the present study was composed predominantly of persistently incomplete PVD versus transiently incomplete PVD, which can only be determined with longitudinal follow-up.

In conclusion, our study demonstrated a close interconnection between the tractional elements of PM (MTM, PS, and persistently incomplete PVD) and the degenerative elements of PM (MMD). These data provide further insights into the pathogenesis of PM, MTM, and MMD in highly myopic eyes.
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